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GEOMETRIC RECTIFICATION OF BLOCKS OF MUL TISPECTRAL SCANNER IMAGES 

SUMMARY 

Geometric distorsions of MSS images are determined and described by 
applying an interpolation function (nonparametric so l ution via 
least squares interpolation). This is made possible by involving data 
on control points (identical points of the MSS image and of the 
rectification base (=map, orthophoto)) . The solution can be improved 
by adding data on tie points (identical points of two adjacent 
MSS strips) so to assure a possible good continuity of the rectified 
image. The rectification itself can be performed e i ther digitally 
(re-arranging image pixels in a general purpose computer, 
input=magtape, output=magtape) or optically (differential image 
transformation with the orthophoto instrument Avioplan OR1, input=film, 
output=film) . The block is created in the process of re - arranging 
pixels in the digital case, and by manual mosaicing of the individual 
rectified images in the optical case. The capability of dividing 
the block into sub- blocks enables the handling of large quantities 
of data. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

Unlike the geometry of photographs taken with photogrammetric cameras which 
can be approximated well enough as a central projection, the geometry of 
scanner images is hard to express mathematically . Any distrubance in the 
flight during scanning influences the correponding image details. As a 
result, the distortion of MSS images is a function not only of coordinates 
of location but of time, as well . The geometric rectification of these 
images i s, however, inevitable in solving certain tasks of compilation. 
It is enough to think of compilation of multitemporal recordings, of image 
classification with object space characteristics, and of prescribing object 
space coordinates to image details . 

2 . SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, AND NECESSARY INSTRUMENTS 

The Institute of Photogrammetry of the Technical University of Vienna deals 
since some years with the rectification of photogrammetric and MSS images 
by applying the universal digitally controlled ort1wphoto projector 
Avioplan ORl of the Wild Company. In a cooperation with the firm Austroplan 
(Spacetec) a computer program has been developed for the purposes of 
digital image rectification. This program fulfilles the special require
ments as determined by the instruments developed by Spacetec. The instru
ment GOBI developed by Spacetec is capable of producing color prints of 
digital images up to the format 80 x 120 em. Such large format fits ideally 
the purpose of handling blocks of strips of MSS images, so to mosaic them 
together as if they were a single large MSS image. Through additions and 
changes it was t hen pos s ible to apply this program for the optical 
rectification of MSS images in the Avioplan ORl. In this case a s imultaneous 
output of blocks of images is not possible. Past the optical process 
individual rectified images can be fitted together without discrepancies 
(an example: the Satellite Photomap of Austria) . 

3 . RECTIFICATION METHODS 

There are two essentially different ways of ~eometric rectification . The 
first one is the so called parametric solution. It tries to determine 
projection equations changing scanwise, with parameters describing the 
real circums tances causing the geometric distortions. With these equations, 
the rectification can then be performed. The circumstances mentioned can 
be such as fluctuations in speed and height of the aeroplane, changes in 
leanings of the camera platform, terrain height differences, and per
spective panoramic effects. Furthermore, the choice of a cartographic 
project i on for the rectified image exerci s es· important influences, 
especially in the case of small scale images, such as taken from satellites. 

The second way of geometric rect i fication, the nonparametric one, is not 
concerned with the causes of distortion. It rather tries to deal with them 
by approximating image distortions as found in control points applying 
some interpolation method . Control points are identifiable common points 
of some geometrically correct basis and of the image to be rectified. 
Geometrjc distortions in these control points make it possible, to 
interpolate the vectors of correction for any intermediate point. This 
procedure can be combined with some simple parametric solution. So, it 
is readily possible and advantageous to predetermine parameters of e.g . 
the perspective distortion and the scaling factor, and to interpolate then 
only the remaining residuals . 
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4 . THE CONCEPT AND MATHEMATICAL BASIS OF BLOCK FORMATION 

At this point, the nonparametric way of image rectification is applied. 
As interpolation method the least squares interpolation (QUINT) is used. 
The role of rectification base, determining the geometry of the rectified 
image, is usually played by graphical maps, and in some cases by orthophotos . 

Measurements : 

A stereocomparator is used for the measurement of the distortion vectors 
serving as data in determining the QUINT coefficients . Measured are the 
coordinates of points identified both on the MSS image and on the recti
fication base (control points). The rectification base is placed in the 
left image holder , the MSS image in the right one . Using such arrangement , 
the parallaxes correspond to image distortions . But because the image 
holders of a stereocomparator are of very limited extension (23 x 23 em), 
and both the MSS image and the rectification base are generally much larger 
than this extension, measurements are performed sequentially for different 
parts, so called measurement units . These units are then united by 
computation, using a three-parameter transformation (rotation, and two 
shifts) . The result corresponds to measuring the entire MSS image and the 
entire rectification base at once . 

Measuremental units 

The rectified images have to form a continuous MSS block, meaning that 
detail parts of which are projected from different strips must remain 
continuous . E.g . a highway intersecting the borderline of two MSS strips 
must remain continuous, without any gap in its image . In some ideal case 
with infinite control points present, this requirement is fulfilled auto
matically in the result of individual independent rectifications, without 
additional conditions . In the practice, however, one cannot rely upon the 
control points only . It is absolutely necessary to assure the continuity 
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by involving so called tie points . Such po ints are common to two overlapping 
MSS strips. This purpose is well suited by points exactly ident i fiable on 
both strips, without the need of identifying them on the rectification base . 

MSS 

BASIS FOR RECTIFICATION 

Control points and tie points 

Computation: 

The first stage of the computation is the three parameter transformation 
joining the measurement units to single systems , as mentioned earlier. In 
the second stage, the coefficients of the least squares interpolation are 
determined for each strip separately, with the help of distortion vectors 
in control points. With these, correction vectors are interpolated for 
the tie points joining different strips , and measured in the MSS images. 
Each of these points gets two pairs of coordinates, the first pair from 
one of the overlapping strips, the second from the other . Generally, the 
corresponding values are close to each other but not equal. Large 
differences indicate blunders in measuring the coordinates of the tie 
points in the MSS image, or in one or more of the control points close 
to the tie point in question . As we cannot know the right value of tie 
point coordinates, the arithmethic mean is taken as such . Now the second 
computational stage is repeated: the interpolation coefficients are 
determined again . But this time, the tie poi nts can be involved in the 
role of control points, as their rectification base coordinates have been 
derived . For checking purposes, the correction vectors of tie points are 
interpolated again . This time, discrepancies are smaller . To make them 
even smaller , stage two is repeated again and again, until the discrepancies 
in t ie points become smaller than an a priori tolerance . This iterative 
process converges rapidly. Practice indicates that it is never necessary 
to repeat it more than three times . 

As a result, the interpolating functions are determined, keeping discrepancies 
ln both control points and tie points as small as possible . 
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5 . OPTICAL RECTIFICATION WITH THE AVIOPLAN 

The Avioplan is a digitally controlled orthophoto pro j ector . E s ~ GIJti a l ly, 

it is capable to transform a net of arbitrary quadrilaterals defined j n 
the distorted image into a rectangular grid , corresponding to the rect i f i ed 
image . 

y 

X 
Distorted image Rec tif ied i mage 

The essential principle of the AviopZ.an 

For this, the Avioplan needs the i mage coordinates of the dis tor ted net 
written on a magnetic tape . On the basis of these data , the process i nr 
computer unit controls the scanning speed , Dove prisms, and zoom lense :~ 

of the optical unit, so to assure the right rectification of the i rna ;::e 
placed in the image holder . This last one is in our case a photogra phic 
reproduction of the MSS recording, and the output - the rectified i mage 
on photographic material . 

Computation of data for the control tape : 

A rectangular grid is first defined in the rectification base . The grid 
points can then be transformed into the MSS image applying the already 
determined interpolating functions . These are the coord i nates needed b y 
the Avioplan for the rectification . 

For the Avioplan, just like the stereocomparator , has an image holder o f 
23 x 23 em, the rectification of separate i mage areas has to be performed 
in consequentive steps . Should one wish to create a block , these separate 
areas have to be mounted together manually . 

6 . THE DIGITAL RECTIFICATION 

In this case , the input data are the digi t i zed dens i ties of the dis t orted 
MSS strips written on a magnetic tape . The output is wr i t t en on magne tic 
tape, as well : the densities of the rectified block . An opt i ca l reproduction 
of the output is necessary only for displaying this way t he r ectified data 
on the magnetic tape . 



The process of rectification is similar to that within the Avioplan. First, 
a regular gr i d is defined in the rectification base. Instead of coordinates 
of po i nts, we are dealing here with addresses of image elements. With the 
defined interpolation functions one gets the addresses of the points of 
the grid in the distorted image . 

The principle of digital rectification 

Image elements one by one are translated to their rectified position within 
the rectification base. Rationally, addresses of intermediate points are 
determined by applying linear interpolation. To keep the corresponding 
distortions of the process negligible, the grid must be chosen sufficiently 
dens. Strips are handled this way one by one. 

7. COMPARISON AVIOPLAN- DIGITAL METHOD 

Depending upon the application, one or the other way proves to be better. 
Up to the point of the rectification itself, both procedures require about 
the same amount of measurements and of computation. The decisive difference 
of the two techniques lies with the difference of their output. In one case, 
the output is an optical image, and in the other a digital image written on 
a magnetic tape. 

,, 
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Avioplan Digital l 
Measurements ~ht:>ir am~1u:1t i ~ lP~<"d ira~ up0n im,1J'.e r;,unlity ,1nd 0n the kind of rPctification C-ase. With rr.Jphir !l' 

..Ips ~ I ::; l't.:!Ctit ic1tiun ~.l.:;e, .:ontr'ol point:;; ..l!"e h H' ,~cr to chv,Jse. 

-j Output up <ical image Digital image on m.J.gneti c tape 
(can be maJe cpti..:.1l by a plotter) 

Forming blocks by :nu;,mting the films Results are in block form -i 
J 

Rectification ~·or e.J.ch spe.: t-r3l banJ setJarately all bards si~u..!.. ta:1eousl _v l 
Computation Jetermi ning the i"ilterpolatir:.g functions a.r.d de fi: l i: ·· ' grid for both ways about the Sd:r'le 

no additional computation high computer time r equiremer.ts (especial ly r,o I time) by the re..: t ificat i on process, l..1r~e ~ -lSS 

storage are3s needed . 

required computer time (at a CDC Cyber 74 computer at TU Vie!1na): 
the expendit~re of cv~puting time of the first part of programme (determination of interpolation 
function and computing of the grid) mainly depends on 

the number of measuremental unit:s in the block 
che number of control points and tie poi:1ts 
the required accuracy at the t:ie points (r.ur.'\ber of iteration steps) 
the number of interpolat:ed grid ~oints 

e.g. project RECKLINGHAUSEN DAY (large block, 7 strips) 
33 measuremental units 
l 400 control points a: .d 300 tie poi:1ts 
averagely 2 iterations ~er strip connection 
6350 grid points I computer time: 430 CPU seconds 

I 
e . g. project GELSENKIRCHEN ( 3 s t rips) 

3 measuremental units 
160 concrol points and 30 tie points 

I 

3 iterations per strip connection -

I 9200 grid points 
computer time: SJ CPU sec onds 

expenditure of work for the rectification with the expenditure of computing tine of the second l the Avioplan mainly depenis on part of programme (digital rectification) mainly 
the time for exact positioning of the image depends on 
in the carrier of the Avioplan } the number of computing units (I(O time!} 

l the scanning speed Avioplan time the size of computing units (number of pixels 
the number of profiles per computing unit) 
the developing of the film e.g. project GELSENKIRCHEN ( 3 strips) I 
the moUnting of films to a block 7900 computing units of the or iginal image i 

e.g . satellite map of Austria 1 :500 000 6700 computing units of the rectified image 
time at Aviopla n : 256 pixels per computing unit I 10 - 15 min . per Landsat-scene (1 spectr.bd.) computer time: 

24 CPU sec. ]reading t he original image data 
70 I/0 sec. from mag tape and build i ng of 

camp. units 
180 CJ:U sec jdigi tal rectification 
200 I/0 sec 
20 CPU sec. }changing the comp.units of th~ 
70 I/0 sec. rectified image to the format 

I of the mag tape 
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Flow diagram of rectifying MSS images 
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